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ABSTRACt. Under a long-term, bi-national, multi-disciplinary research project between 
the U.S. Geological Survey and various Icelandic scientific organizations, MSS imagery 
frorr. the ERTS- I satellite is being used to study the varied dynamic environmenta l pheno
mena of Iceland, including its glaciers and ice caps. Initial analysis of the ERTS-I imagery 
has shown the importance of the repetitive imagery to: 

( I) R ecord relatively short-term glaciological changes. According to measurements 
made on two ER TS- I images, taken I I months apart, a n outlet glacier in the north-east part 
ofVatnajbkull , had surged 1.8 km. A combination offield observations and analysis ofERTS 
imagery shows a total surge in excess of 3 km which probably took place in a few months, 
perhaps in as li t tle as a few weeks. Contorted moraines on another of Vatnajbkull's outlet 
glaciers, Skeioarirjokull, on the south-east coast, show a movement of 600 m in an 11 month 
period even though the snout of the glacier remained in essentially the same position. 

Several glacier-margin lakes have been observed to change in size during the year ( 1972-
73) , particularly Gra:nal6n, which continued to enlarge in area each time it was imaged 
until its size diminished markedly after a jbkulhlaup partially emptied the lake in August 
1973. Seasonal cha nges in the size of sediment plumes a long the coast, where glacial rivers 
debouch their sediment-laden watel" into the ocean , can also be observed in a time-lapse 
manner. 

(2) Furnish the data necessary to revise certa in g laciological features on maps, a nd to 
produce ortho-image m aps of ice caps directly from ERTS imagery, at least to m ap sca les 
of I : 2S0 000. Sufficient ERTS-I imagery of Iceland from the late summer and early fall 
of 19 73 now exists to map accurately, from a planimetric standpoint, 90% of that area of 
I celand covered b y g lacial ice (previously estimated to be 1 I.S% of total area of I celand). 
Optimum imagery (minimum snow cover, maximum exposure of glacial ice) has been 
obta ined of Vatnajokull, Langjbkull, Hofsjbkull , Myrdalsjbkull, and Eyjafjallajbkull or five 
(including the four biggest) of the seven largest ice caps in Iceland a nd five of the sm a ller 
(less than So km 2) ice caps as well. On 19 August 1973 H ofsjbkull had an area of 9 1S km' on 
ERTS imagery. Its area has usua lly been cited as 996 km' . On a 1945 Danish Geodetic 
Institu te map ( I : SOO 000) the area is 98 1 km' ; U.S. Army maps ( I : 2S0 000, 1969) show 
an area of 943 km2 • 
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(3) Map subglacial volcanic and structural features. Within or at the m argins of the 
ice caps and outlet glaciers, a number of new glaciological, structural, and volcanic features 
can be mapped from ERTS-I imagery, particularly at low solar illumina tion angles « 10°) 
including several probable subglacial central volcanoes, caldcras, and tectonic lineaments. 
Some of the effects of j6kulhlaups can be mapped, including subsidence cauldrons resulting 
from subglacial volcanic or intense geothermal activity. 

THE REMOTE SENSING OF AVALANCHE VICTIMS: 
PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS 

By WILFRIED FRITZSCHE 

(Institut fur Elektronik, Technische Hochschule in Graz, Inffeldgasse 12, A-801O Graz, 
Austria) 

ABSTRACT. This paper reviews possible uses of remote-sensing techniques to locate 
avalanche victims. Until recently probes and dogs were the only methods available, but 
recently attempts have been made to devise other methods for finding human beings in snow. 
Ideally such a search should be made possible for other members of the party, as the chance 
of survival of a victim falls rapidly with increasing time to rescue. For this all members of the 
party need to have something which the others can locate. The most usual proposal is an 
electromagnetic transmitter/receiver set. The merits of various possible frequencies are 
discussed. International agreement on a frequency is urgently required . Magnetic devices 
might be considered, but the detecting devices are too expensive or heavy to be generally 
carried. Search parties can of course be equipped with more sophisticated apparatus, and 
various possibilities are discussed for identifying metal on the victim, for identifying him by 
radio sounding, for locating him by mapping microwave emission, or for searching for eddy 
currents induced in him. 

DISCUSSION 

]. W. GLEN: Can the magnets in compasses for mountaineers be made strong enough to be 
usable for easy detection? 

W . FRITZSCHE: Unfortunately not. 

M. DE QUERVAIN: Also I believe the magnetometers did not have sufficient range to be 
effective. 

FRITZSCHE: This is true, but magnetic methods have not been developed to their full potential. 
One of the main reasons more work has not been done on them is that it seems to be im
possible to develop a device like the transmitter- receiver system that will be cheap enough to 
distribute to a ll touring groups. The F6rster (second harmonic) procedure was affected by 
temperature, and the Skifinder has problems of read-out among other things. The Skifinder 
and the equipment built in the T echnische Hochschule Graz which are sufficiently sensitive 
to detect magnets to a depth of 3 m consist of a left and right strip each of 5 m width-I 0 m 
in all. This is described in the doctoral dissertation of A. Etschmaier, Technische Hochschule 
Graz, 1969. 
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